EV-7 Anne Arundel County Board of Elections
6740 Baymeadow Drive, Glen Burnie, MD 21060

 100 foot "No Electioneering Zone" 
PASTE DRAWING HERE
Using Geocortex select I WANT TO… and select SEARCH FOR ADDRESS. Enter the desired address
and select SEARCH. When the desired address appears in hyperlink, select the 'hyperlink address" and
select COPY TO DRAWING and ZOOM TO FEATURE. Close the "hyperlink address" box and close the
RESULTS window. In MAP LAYERS deselect PLANNING by removing the check mark from the
PLANNING box. Hide the MAP LAYERS window by selecting the less than carat. Locate the correct
address and zoom in or out to the desired area. Open the TASKS window in tool, use the ERASE
feature to delete blue dot generated when you selected COPY TO DRAWING. Open the ANALYSIS
window and select the DISTANCE KEY. Select your starting point and click your left mouse button to
start the generation of a distance line. Extend the distance line to as close to 100 feet as possible and
double click the left mouse button to set the line in place. Select the "Add as Drawing" feature from the
ANALYSIS window to keep the line. Open the TASK window and select the "Circle" icon. Change the
Border color to red and increase the intensity to 100%. Change the Fill color to red and lower the
intensity to 20%. Close the TOOLS window. Using PrintKey 2000 select RECTANGLE and place the
crosshairs in the upper lefthand corner of the map screen. DO NOT exceed 1000 x 695. Turn off ESRI
Basemap in MAP LAYERS. This removes the location name. Place your cross-hairs in the upper
lefthand corner, to the right of "I WANT TO..." and expand to 1000 wide by 695 high. Select COPY and
PASTE the image onto the template over 'PASTE DRAWING HERE". Grab the lower right hand corner
of the image and move the corner toward the opposite upper right hand corner to reduce the image. The
image should lay between the four dotted lines in the template. (Glen Muir 9 April 2016)

The red circle denotes the "No Electioneering Zone." The blue rectangle(s) denote the designated or suggested additional accessible parking.
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